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Introduction 
electronic Patient Record (ePR) is a corporate record for patient health history in 
Clinical Management System. In 2015, there were more than 120 different clinical 
documents distributed in 510 different ePR pages. A search function would be helpful 
to find out and list the desired documents in a single screen. A new feature named 
“Document Name Search” was developed internally and promoted since July 2014 to 
look for PDF files from a complete history of patient records in ePR. This function 
covered the areas in "Notes" and "Operation / Endoscopy / Cardiac / Special 
investigation" pages. Radiology reports and Laboratory tests were excluded as there 
were alternative means of locating these reports. Free text could be inputted as 
search term. Users would be hinted by “Did you mean?” feature like Google are using. 
Lucene search engine of "Did you mean?” is capable of locating the synonyms of the 
documents registered from Information Architecture Management System (IAMS). 
Besides, a list of possible documents available within the function would be suggested 
below input box. All PDF files of that patient would be gathered by a single button, 
[Go]. A disclaimer to guide what search term to use was available. Clear description to 
indicate ePR or the patient does not have such document would return if no result was 
found. 
 
Objectives 
The aim of the study was to improve the effectiveness of locating clinical documents 
in ePR by using “Document Name search” function. 
 
Methodology 
The statistics of usage was collected from data log during Jul to Dec 2014. The 



successful and unsuccessful search terms and their rates were analyzed. 
 
Result 
There were around 4000 times of uses in half year. The successful rate, at 83 percent, 
was comparable to popular search engine - Bing at around 82 percent in 2011. Some 
frequently searched but vague abbreviations such as ENT / MED comprised mostly 
the unsuccessful rates to fail returning the desired documents. The popularity of this 
search function could be predicted from the increasing trend of use. The search 
function was deemed to streamline locating clinical documents in a coporate function 
like ePR. Future directions to improve the intelligence and the scope of search would 
be explored alongside with the ongoing evaluation of the search function.
 


